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and (iii) the relative lack of sequence information on other
host taxa has made it difficult to distinguish between genuinely
monophyletic HERV families and polyphyletic families that
appear monophyletic only because similar viruses in other
hosts have not yet been described.
Recently these problems have been lessened both by the
systematic isolation of endogenous retroviruses from many
different vertebrate taxa and by the generation of large
amounts of sequence data by the Human Genome Mapping
Project (HGMP) (7, 16, 32). As of December 1998, sequence
information was available for over 10,000 BACs, or cosmids,
representing approximately 235,000,000 bp, or 7% of the human genome (5).
In this study, I investigated the relationships of the known
HERV families to each other and to other nonhuman retroviruses, described and characterized six novel HERV families,
and further characterized an additional four families for which
only partial sequence information was previously available.

Like those of other vertebrates, the human genome contains
evidence for past infection by many different kinds of retroviruses (10, 27, 33, 61). Retroviral integration usually occurs
within somatic cells, but occasionally such events take place
within germ line cells, and when this occurs the retroviral
sequences are passed vertically from parent to offspring (57).
Such endogenous retroviruses generally remain replication
competent until inactivated either by recombinational deletion
between two repeat regions (termed long terminal repeats
[LTRs]) situated at the 5⬘ and 3⬘ ends of the virus or by random
mutation which occurs while the host genome is undergoing
DNA replication (10, 53). During the period between insertion
and inactivation, the viral copy number may increase via retrotransposition to different locations within the genome (53).
The vertical transmission of these elements can occur over
long periods of time; several replication-competent porcine
retroviruses probably first infected their hosts more than 5
million years ago, and a number of defective endogenous human retroviruses are thought to have been present in the
primate lineage for tens of millions of years (2, 8, 31, 43, 50).
Many types of human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs)
have been characterized previously, and they have been classified into different groups, or families, partly on the basis of
their sequence identity and partly according to the similarity of
their primer binding sites (PBSs) to host tRNAs. Thus, members of the HERV.H family contain a PBS with a sequence
similar to a region of tRNAHis, whereas the HERV.E family is
primed by tRNAGlu. Despite the large amount of data available, the classification of the many different HERV families
within an overall phylogenetic framework has been hampered
for several reasons: (i) some highly divergent retroviruses are
primed by the same type of tRNA; (ii) many HERV families
have not been fully characterized, and the sequence information that has been reported is often derived from different
genomic regions, making interfamily comparisons problematic;

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Identification of HERVs within sequence data banks. HERV sequences were
obtained from the EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ database at the beginning of December 1998. Initially the computer data banks were screened by BLAST search (1)
with part of the reverse transcriptase (RT) proteins (domains 1 to 7 described by
Xiong and Eickbush [62]) from a number of distinct retroviral groups. These
included several endogenous human retroviruses, such as HERV.L (12) (accession no. X89211), HERV.I (M92067) (29), HC-2 (Z70664) (19), HERV.H
(K01891) (30), and HERV.K (M14123) (42), as well as other highly divergent
retroviruses from nonhuman hosts, such as the walleye dermal sarcoma virus
(WDSV) (L41838) and the dart poison frog Dendrobates ventimaculatus (Dev I;
X95795) (18, 56). This search strategy was expected to result in the identification
of most of the endogenous human retroviral sequences within the data bank
which still encoded the appropriate region (in the sense that there had been no
large postintegration deletion event) of the RT protein.
However, to confirm that this was indeed the case, a second method of
screening was also performed. The endogenous human sequences identified
during the first screening procedure were aligned, and a phylogeny was then
constructed by the neighbor-joining approach with the program PAUP4d64
(written by D. L. Swofford). A representative from each of the monophyletic
groups of HERVs present in the resultant phylogeny was then used in a BLAST
search. The endogenous human viruses recovered by these searches were then
examined (and added to the data set if they had not been identified previously)
in descending order of similarity until representatives of the phylogenetic sister
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Human endogenous retroviruses (HERVs) were first identified almost 20 years ago, and since then numerous
families have been described. It has, however, been difficult to obtain a good estimate of both the total number
of independently derived families and their relationship to each other as well as to other members of the family
Retroviridae. In this study, I used sequence data derived from over 150 novel HERVs, obtained from the Human
Genome Mapping Project database, and a variety of recently identified nonhuman retroviruses to classify the
HERVs into 22 independently acquired families. Of these, 17 families were loosely assigned to the class I
HERVs, 3 to the class II HERVs and 2 to the class III HERVs. Many of these families have been identified
previously, but six are described here for the first time and another four, for which only partial sequence
information was previously available, were further characterized. Members of each of the 10 families are
defective, and calculation of their integration dates suggested that most of them are likely to have been present
within the human lineage since it diverged from the Old World monkeys more than 25 million years ago.
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RESULTS
HERV identification and data set construction. A total of
152 novel HERV sequences were identified by screening the
EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ nonredundant data banks. Two
rounds of screening were performed; the first was based on
similarity searches using part of the RT proteins derived from
previously identified retroviruses, and the second was done
with several of the newly identified HERVs themselves as the

probes. The HERVs were named according to the cosmid or
BAC in which they were identified, and multiple HERVs situated within the same vector were given an additional letterbased designation.
An alignment, based on part of the retroviral RT protein, of
the novel HERV sequences and a representative sample (66 in
total) of previously identified nonhuman endogenous retroviruses was performed. The prototypic members of several
HERV families were also added to the data set, namely
HERV.L (12), ERV-9 (23), HERV.I (29), HERV.H (30),
HERV.HML6 (36), HERV.K (42), HERV.W (46), and
HERV.E (48). Unfortunately, there is a lack of sequence information on some regions of the genomes of members of
other putative HERV families (Table 1). It was therefore not
possible to include most of them (with the exceptions of
HERV.ADP [28] and HERV.FRD [49], which contain the
appropriate region of pol) directly in the analyses presented
here. Instead, the available sequence information from each of
these partially characterized HERV families (ERV.1 [11],
RRHERV.I [20], HERV.P [22], Hs5 [24], HERV.HML1-5
[35], HERV.R [40], HERV.FTD [49], NP-2 [51], HERV.S71
[59], and HERV.XA [60]) was used to identify the novel
HERV-containing cosmid with the highest level of sequence
similarity included in the data set, as shown in Table 2.
Sequence identity between the best-match HGDB sequence
and the incomplete HERV sequences ranged from 82% (for
cosmid AC004609 and ERV-1) to 99% (for cosmid AC002069
and HERV.P). In two cases, more than one HERV family had
a best match with the same cosmid-derived HERV sequence:
ERV.1 and HERV.R with the same region of AC004069, and
HERV.HML1 and -2 with the same region of cosmid Z70820
(Table 2).
Phylogenetic analysis and nomenclature. The alignment was
subjected to phylogenetic analysis by both the neighbor-joining
and maximum-parsimony approaches. Neighbor-joining trees
were constructed using a data set consisting of 228 taxa (162 of
which were of human origin [Table 3]). Due to the very long
computation time periods necessitated, maximum-parsimony
analyses utilized a smaller data set, numbering 134 taxa, of
which 68 were of human origin (Table 3 shows which subset of
HERV sequences were excluded from the maximum-parsimony analyses).
HERV families arise via a single horizontal transmission
event followed by germ line integration and fixation within the
host population. The copy number can then increase by retrotransposition or reinfection, and it is probable that most members of a particular family are separated by only a few rounds
of viral replication (although they may well be separated by
many rounds of host DNA replication) (10). Phylogenetic reconstruction of retroviral phylogenies containing HERV-derived sequences would therefore be expected to show wellsupported clusters of such elements, with members of each
HERV cluster being derived from the same family. Trees generated by both the neighbor-joining and maximum-parsimony
approaches were broadly consistent with this hypothesis, showing numerous well-supported HERV lineages scattered across
the phylogeny (Fig. 1).
Under ideal circumstances, with the complete sampling of
retroviral diversity across all hosts in which they occur, the
total number of HERV families could be calculated simply by
counting the number of HERV lineages intermingled with the
nonhuman retroviruses in the phylogeny (in effect, this counts
the number of retroviral host switches into the human lineage).
However, this is not the case; there is in fact much better
sampling of endogenous retroviruses from humans than from
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group (according to the neighbor-joining tree) of HERVs were encountered. An
additional nine sequences were identified during this second screening.
The last group of HERVs included in the data set were the prototype members
of each of the many previously identified HERV families (including those reviewed by Wilkinson et al. [61] and by Boeke and Stoye [10]). When this was not
possible (either because the known members of the families were defective in the
region of pol used or because the sequence of this region was not available),
BLAST searches were performed, with an alternative region of the incomplete
HERV being used as the probe; the most closely related cosmid sequences were
then identified and recorded. Since these best- or closest-match cosmid clones
also encoded the appropriate region of polymerase (Pol), it was possible to
estimate the probable phylogenetic location of each incomplete HERV family in
subsequent analyses.
Occasionally, cosmids with different accession numbers contained identical
HERV sequences; however, in all cases, further investigation (using the chromosome and map information attached to each data bank submission) showed
that the cosmids were originally derived from the same location within the
human genome, and thus one sequence was excluded from subsequent analyses.
Alignment and phylogenetic reconstruction. The HERV-derived RT sequences (162 in total, consisting of 152 sequences obtained from the HGMP and
10 prototypic HERV family sequences) were then aligned with a representative
sample of nonhuman endogenous virus sequences (66 in total) as described by
Xiong and Eickbush (62). The total number of sequences included in this alignment was therefore 228. Neighbor-joining trees were generated with PAUP4d64,
using the protpars matrix (14) and all 228 elements in the data set. Using the
same matrix, bootstrap values were obtained from 1,000 replicates.
Because of the long computation time periods required, the construction of
maximum-parsimony trees by using the standard simple or random addition
option was not practical. Instead, an alternative search strategy was employed.
The data set was first reduced, or pruned, by using the output from the bootstrapped neighbor-joining trees, which indicated that in the phylogeny there were
several well-supported terminal clusters of HERVs containing up to 42 members. When these clusters were supported by at least 95% of the bootstrapped
neighbor-joining replicates, they were pruned by removing all but three of the
taxa. This pruning resulted in the reduction of the number of taxa in the data set
from 228 to 134. All of the maximum-parsimony-derived phylogenies were constructed using this reduced number of taxa and a search strategy described by
Quicke et al. (D. Quicke, J. Taylor, and A. Purvis, submitted for publication) as
follows. The data set was first subjected to 7,500 random additions by using an
unordered matrix with tree bisection and reconnection, holding one tree in
memory during each replicate. The shortest tree was then used in a heuristic
search, with all optimal trees being saved; this resulted in the identification of a
further 1,200 trees of the same length. This pool of minimum trees was then
employed to reweight the data matrix, using the rescaled consistency index.
Searches for minimum trees then continued with the reweighted data matrix. The
minimum reweighted tree was identified and used as an input tree for another
search in which the characters were again weighted to unity. Several rounds of
reweighting followed by weighting to unity were performed; there was no further
reduction in tree length.
Maximum-parsimony bootstrap replicates (100 in total) were subjected to 100
random additions by tree bisection and reconnection, with one tree being held in
memory during each replicate. Although shorter trees would have been obtained
if each bootstrap replicate had been subjected to a larger number of randomaddition replicates (instead of 100 random additions per bootstrap replicate
used), the computation time would have been excessive. However, it was probable that each of these bootstrapped trees was within a few steps of the minimum
possible (unpublished results).
Calculation of integration dates. The percentages of divergence between pairs
of LTR sequences were calculated using their entire length, excluding regions
containing deletions. These divergence figures were then corrected to account
for the presence of multiple mutations at the same site, back mutations, and
convergent substitutions, using the two-parameter model (21). Two estimates of
the rate of change of the host genome were calculated, 2.1 ⫻ 10⫺9 and 1.3 ⫻
10⫺9 per synonymous site per year, and hence two estimates of the integration
date are provided. The first rate was based on a comparison of the percentage of
divergence (11.6%) of synonymous sites in six genes in Old World monkeys and
humans (25), whereas the second (7.3% divergence) used -globin pseudogene
and total single-copy DNA cross-hybridization data (25, 37). Both assumed a
divergence date of humans and Old World monkeys of 27.5 million years ago
(47).
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TABLE 1. General properties of previously characterized HERV families investigated in this study
Primer

Size (kb) of
sequenced region

Copy no.a

Available sequence datab

HERV.E
HERV.I
HERV.W
HERV.H
HERV.L
HERV.K
ERV-9
HERV.HML6
RRHERV.I
HERV.R
HERV.P
HERV.S71
HERV.XA
HERV.ADP
HERV.FRD
HERV.HML5

tRNAGlu
tRNAIle
tRNATrp
tRNAHis
tRNALeu
tRNALys
tRNAArg
tRNALys
tRNAIle
tRNAArg
tRNAPro
?
?
?
?
?

8.8
9.0
7.6c
8.7d
6.5
9.1
1.8 ⫹ 3.8
7.5e
3.3
5.0f
2⫻ 0.6 ⫹ 0.4
5.5
4.7
1.5
2.8
0.25

85
85
115
660
575
170
70
45
15
15
70
15
15
60
15
45

LTR-gag-pol-env-LTR
LTR-gag-pol-env-LTR
LTR-gag-pol-env-LTR
LTR-gag-pol-env-LTR
LTR-gag-pol-DUT-LTR
LTR-gag-DUT-pol-env-LTR
LTR ⫹ part gag-pol-⌬env-LTR
LTR-gag-DUT-pol-env-LTR
LTR-⌬pol-env-LTR
LTR ⫹ part gag ⫹ part pol ⫹ env-LTR
LTR ⫹ part pol ⫹ LTR
gag-⌬pol-LTR
Part pol-⌬env
Part pol
Part pol
Part pol

a
Estimated copy number as determined by BLAST search and phylogenetic analysis (i.e., elements which contain domains 1 to 5 of RT, assuming a random
distribution of elements within the human genome).
b
part, only part of the gene or region has been sequenced; ⌬, entire gene or region has been sequenced but contains obvious deletions.
c
Combined total for nine cDNA clones.
d
env-containing elements.
e
Combined total for three clones.
f
Combined total for five subclones.

other vertebrate taxa. These differences in sampling efficiency
mean that some HERVs may appear to belong to the same
family (i.e., they cluster together after phylogenetic reconstruction) simply because closely related viruses in nonhuman hosts
have yet to be identified. Thus, in order to obtain a reasonable
estimate of the actual number of HERV families, several assumptions about their evolution had to be made.

First, it was assumed that HERVs with alternative PBS homologies (even if they clustered together in the phylogenies)
were derived from separate cross-species transmission events
and were therefore independent families. For example, in Fig.
1, HERV.P, HERV.W, and ERV-9 (primed by tRNAArg) all
cluster together with robust bootstrap support, but because
they all have different PBS homologies, they are here regarded

TABLE 2. Previously described HERV families investigated in this study
Family

HERV.E
HERV.I
HERV.W
HERV.H
HERV.L
HERV.K
ERV-9
HERV.HML6
HERV.ADP
HERV.FRD
HERV.R
ERV-1
NP-2
Hs5
HERV.S71
RRHERV.I
HERV.P
HERV.XA
HERV.HML1
HERV.HML2
HERV.HML3
HERV.HML4
HERV.HML5
HERV-FTD
HRES-1
a
b

Alternative
name

RTLV-I
MSRV
RTLV-H

ADP-pol
ERV-3

HuRRS-P

Accession no.

M10976
M92067
AF009668
K01891, D11078
X89211
M14123
X57147
HSU60268–HSU60270
L14752
U27240
M12140
K02916/7
M15971
D10450
M32788
M64936
—b
U29659
U35102
U35104
U35153
U35160
U35161
U27241
X16660

Closest match
Cosmida

AC004609
AC004609
AL023280
AC004054
AC002992a
AC002992b
AC002069
AC000378
Z70280
Z70280
Z83745a
HERV.K10
AC004536
AC004682
No match

% Identity

89
82
84
85
88
90
99
88
95
80
94
86
88
82

Accession number of closest cosmid match if pol gene sequence from prototype isolate was not available.
—, see reference for sequence.

Region of identity

150 bp of pol
2 100-bp regions of gag
300 bp of env
1,000 bp of env
300 bp of RNase H gene
500 bp of env
130 amino acids of Pol
500 bp of pol
230 bp of pol
230 bp of pol
230 bp of pol
50 bp of pol
230 bp of pol
500 bp of pol

Reference

48
29
46,9
30,17
12
42
23
36
28
49
40
11
51
24
59
20
22
60
35
35
35
35
35
49
45
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TABLE 3. Location and classification of the HGMP-derived and prototype HERVs used in the present phylogenetic analyses
Family and accession no.a

Chromosome
locationb

Positionc
(orientationd)

(X89211)
X
6q24
7p21-p22
Xq21.1-21.3
19q13.4
6p21.3
4
1q24
Xq23
7q31
5p
X
Xq13
19
22q11.2
22q11.2
4q25
Xq21
X
7q31.3
7q31
22q11.2
X
X
4p16.3
X
8q21
Xq26
7q31.3
7q11.2-21.1
16p11.2-12
X
7q21-q22
16p12.2-12
21
X
Xq27.2
Xq27.2
6p21
21
Xp11.2

22260 (⫹)
95570 (⫺)
51860 (⫺)
61100 (⫺)
26030 (⫺)
5580 (⫺)
60000 (⫹)
23600 (⫺)
117070 (⫺)
51010 (⫹)
32060 (⫺)
96290 (⫹)
60780 (⫹)
31200 (⫹)
29120 (⫺)
32700 (⫹)
68940 (⫺)
43550 (⫹)
4831 (⫹)
15580 (⫺)
44600 (⫹)
6520 (⫺)
30390 (⫹)
31010 (⫺)
14690 (⫹)
75100 (⫹)
46200 (⫺)
122070 (⫹)
11500 (⫹)
43280 (⫹)
93430 (⫺)
57284 (⫹)
100000 (⫹)
242050 (⫹)
27700 (⫹)
89900 (⫺)
137160 (⫹)
88420 (⫺)
43200 (⫺)
82360 (⫺)
83980 (⫺)

HERV.S family
AC004385
AL009047
AC002523
Z68758
AL009051

X
X
Xq28
22q11.2-qter
1q23-24

57520 (⫹)
124667 (⫺)
71140 (⫹)
1146 (⫺)
54501 (⫹)

HERV.E family
HERV.E
AL023280
AC000385 (a)
*AC000385 (b)
*AC002094
*Z98257
*AC004054

(M10976)
Xq21.3-22.3
11
11
17
1p35-36.2
4q21

101960 (⫺)
153050 (⫺)
132070 (⫺)
165330 (⫹)
11720 (⫹)
26830 (⫺)

RRHERV.I family,
AC002992 (b)

Y

12550 (⫹)

HERV.R family,
AC004609

19p13.1

33950 (⫺)

HERV.S71 family,
AC002992 (a)

Y

53730 (⫺)

Positionc
(orientationd)

HERV.ADP family
HERV.ADP
AC004595
AL023579
AC005741

(L14752)
7p15.3-p21
6q26-27
5

96174 (⫺)
42430 (⫺)
67158 (⫺)

HERV.H family
HERV.H
AC002384
U95626
*AC004456 (a)
*AC004456 (b)
*AF026251
*AL009031
*AC002326
*AF011889
*AC004025
*AC002066
*AC004072
*AF070717
*AP000014
*Z92543
*AC003009
*AC002530
*AC005276
*AC000114
*AC003091
*Z71183
*AL021327
*Z76735
*AC003078
*Z82210
*AC004706
*AC002526
*U80460
*AL021940
*AC000064 (a)
*AC005145
*AC005410
*AC005549
*AL031256
*AC005392
*AL023877
*AF068862
*Z99495
*AC004514
*AC005576
*AC005386
*AC002984

(K01891)
7q22
3
7q31
7q31
NDe
6p22.3-24.1
6
Xq28
Xp22
7q31
X
8q21
21q22.2
6q22
16p13.2-3
7p15-p21
7q31.3
Xq23
7p21
22q11.2
6q21
X
7q21-q22
X
17
Xq23
Xq13
1q24
7q21-22
Xp22-166-169
17
17
20q12
19q13.2
Xp23-24
8q21
6p24
16q21-22
5q
10q25
19q13.1

51020 (⫹)
78690 (⫺)
114150 (⫺)
5660 (⫺)
ND
138520 (⫹)
148750 (⫹)
85570 (⫹)
104670 (⫺)
36130 (⫺)
117925 (⫹)
16160 (⫺)
38340 (⫺)
30575 (⫹)
108950 (⫹)
3475 (⫹)
3590 (⫹)
34280 (⫹)
116510 (⫹)
17985 (⫹)
28840 (⫹)
83560 (⫺)
6200 (⫹)
19480 (⫺)
109705 (⫺)
70080 (⫺)
65800 (⫹)
14875 (⫹)
24110 (⫹)
75610 (⫺)
16905 (⫹)
130120 (⫺)
40955 (⫹)
174160 (⫺)
97410 (⫺)
75430 (⫺)
70115 (⫺)
41510 (⫺)
11040 (⫺)
175240 (⫹)
23490 (⫺)

HERV.F family,
Z94277

Xp11.3-Xp11.4

101180 (⫹)

HERV.F (type b) family
Z83745 (b)
AC002416

X
X

60210 (⫹)
111780 (⫹)

HERV.XA family,
AC000378

11

92770 (⫹)

HERV.I family
HERV.I
AC004682
AC004210
*AL021878
*AC004074
*AC003100 (a)
*AC000394

(M92067)
16q22.2
6p21
22q13.1-13.2
X
4q25
9q34

167493 (⫺)
11996 (⫹)
29650 (⫺)
90318 (⫹)
75436 (⫹)
19247 (⫺)

Continued on facing page
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HERV.L family
HERV.L
AL008713
AL031119
*AC004614
*AL021706
*AC005261
*AB000880
*AC004544
*Z98043
*AC002449
*AC002467
*AC004225
*AC004075
*AF003528
*AC003973
*D86999
*D86998
*AC004045 (a)
*Z95124
*Z70039
*AC003975
*AC002487
*Z95331
*AC004389
*Z72519
*Z69923
*Z80771
*AF070718
*AF003529
*AC004397
*AC004541
*AC003003
*Z83841
*AC004006
*AC002302
*AJ006997 (b)
*Z84720
*AL031054
*AL023279
*AC005530
*AJ006997 (a)
*Z97054

Chromosome
locationb

Family and accession no.a
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TABLE 3—Continued
Family and accession no.a

Chromosome
locationb

Positionc
(orientationd)

HERV.Z69907 family
Z69907
AC004474

22q11.2
Y

27132 (⫹)
106160 (⫹)

HERV.R (type b) family,
AC004045 (b)

4q25

79040 (⫹)

(X57147)
7q21-22
6q21
7p15
Y
6q22.1

76280 (⫺)
31440 (⫺)
43870 (⫹)
168320 (⫺)
2400 (⫺)

HERV.W family
HERV.W
AF045450
AC000064 (b)
*U85196
*AC005187
*AL023581
*Z83850
*AL022067

(AF009668)
21q22.3
7q21-22
ND
4q25
6
Xq22
6

30400 (⫺)
33230 (⫹)
11680 (⫹)
108400 (⫹)
82630 (⫺)
92240 (⫹)
138140 (⫹)

HERV.P family
Z98255
AC002069
AL008987
AC003969
Z99496 (b)

Xq11.2-13.3
7q21
Xq21
11p14.3
6q22.1

148180 (⫹)
42530 (⫹)
47420 (⫺)
116980 (⫺)
39850 (⫺)

HERV.HS49C23 family
AC002319

9q34

6388 (⫹)

AL023753
HS49C23
Z78021
AL008706

Chromosome
locationb

Positionc
(orientationd)

1p36.11
X
X
Xq27-28

16270 (⫺)
62990 (⫹)
28920 (⫺)
10120 (⫺)

HERV-FRD family
HERV.FRD
AC004022

(U27240)
7q21-22

91820 (⫹)

HERV.K family
HERV.K
U91321
Z70280
AL022154
Z83745 (a)
AC002464
AC003686
Z99129
AC003100 (b)
AC005318
AL031601
AL031393

(M14123)
16p13.1
X
Xq21.1-2
X
ND
12q13.1
6q22
4q25
15q26.1
10
Xp11.3

112740 (⫺)
36610 (⫹)
44890 (⫹)
44960 (⫺)
53850 (⫺)
31140 (⫺)
107600 (⫺)
23420 (⫹)
16400 (⫹)
264070 (⫹)
9370 (⫺)

HERV-HML5 family
Z95437
AC004536
U69569

6p21.3
7q31
Xq28

8930 (⫺)
36540 (⫹)
6380 (⫺)

HERV-HML6 family
HERV.HML6
Z84814
AC005946
AC003029

(HSU60269)
6p21.3
19q13.4
12q24

59370 (⫹)
17800 (⫺)
30850 (⫺)

a

Asterisks indicate sequences that were excluded from maximum-parsimony analyses to reduce computation times (i.e., the sequence was only used in the
neighbor-joining analyses).
b
Accession numbers (rather than locations) are given for prototype HERVs (in parentheses).
c
Approximate position of LPQG motif (or equivalent) in domain 4 of the RT protein.
d
Orientation with respect to the cosmid sequence.
e
ND, no data.

as three separate families. This is consistent with previous
reports (46, 61).
A second assumption was that HERVs encoding the same
PBS which were polyphyletic with respect to viruses in nonhuman hosts also represented separate families. Thus, in Fig. 1a,
HERV.K and HERV.HML6 are classified as separate families
because they form a polytomy with RV-Bower bird (i.e., the
presence of only a few nonhuman viruses in this region of
the phylogeny was enough to split up the HERV.K and
HERV.HML6 lineages in some trees, and the addition of
further nonhuman viruses would be likely to split them in all
trees). The fourth member of the polytomy, HERV.HML5,
has an alternative PBS and is therefore already regarded as an
independent family.
Last, it was assumed that HERV families which were
paraphyletic with respect to nonhuman viruses or to HERVs
with alternative PBS homologies were also independently derived. For example, in Fig. 1b, HERV.XA, HERV.F, and
HERV.F (type b), which are all primed by tRNAPhe, are
paraphyletic with respect to HERV.H and thus represent separate families. In this case, the presence of multiple families
was also confirmed by investigating sequence similarity between the LTR and gag regions of the four families as described below.

The above criteria suggested the presence of 22 endogenous
retroviral families within the 7% of the human genome that
has been sequenced to date (both neighbor-joining and maximum-parsimony analyses gave the same figure). Of these, 12
contained prototypic members which have been well characterized in previous reports (although the pol genes of 4 of these
12, HERV.S71, RRHERV.I, HERV.R, and HERV.P, were
defective or incomplete, and so these families are represented
by closest cosmid matches [Table 2]), 4 contained prototypic
members which had generally been less well characterized (of
these, HERV.HML5 and HERV.XA are based on closest cosmid matches), and 6 represented novel families. A variety of
other previously characterized human endogenous elements
are also likely to be members of one of the 22 families (they are
shown in parentheses in Fig. 1). In contrast, BLAST searches
with the element HRES-1, which has been reported to be
related to human T-cell leukemia virus type 1 HTLV-1 (45),
failed to show a match with any HERV-containing cosmid (or
indeed with any HGMP sequence), and therefore this element
is not represented. The cosmids containing members of each of
the families identified after phylogenetic reconstruction are
shown in Table 3.
Because HERV families have often been classified according to the similarity of their PBSs to specific types of host
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ERV-9 family
ERV-9
AC004534
Z84475
*AC003087
*AC004617
*Z99496 (a)

Family and accession no.a
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FIG. 1. Phylogenetic analyses of a 159-residue region of retroviral RT proteins. The trees were rooted on several gypsy LTR-retrotransposon sequences. To save
space, multiple taxon names in some well-supported terminal clusters are not indicated. Instead, the number of taxa that actually clustered in that position are indicated
on the taxon label. (a) Neighbor-joining tree with branch lengths proportional to the degree of divergence between the sequences. Figures on each branch represent
percentage bootstrap support from 1,000 replicates; asterisks show support of at least 95%. HERVs are indicated by black circles. Novel HERV families are boxed.
Previously described HERV families are shaded gray if the sequence of the pol gene was not available, and they were classified according to their closest cosmid matches
(see Table 1). Elements in parentheses are likely to cluster with the adjacent family. Primer sites indicate the tRNA to which the viral PBS is most similar; these are
boxed when this similarity is first reported in this study. (b) Strict consensus of 1,200 maximum-parsimony trees. The figure is labeled as in panel a except that branch
lengths are not proportional to the divergence between the taxa. Also note that in contrast to panel a, maximum-parsimony data sets were pruned prior to analysis to
reduce computation times. Thus, the first figure presented on some of the taxon labels represents the actual number of elements included in the analysis, whereas the
number in parentheses represents the total estimated number that would cluster with the particular family if the additional elements had also been included in the data
set (based on at least 95% bootstrap support by the neighbor-joining method; see Materials and Methods).
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FIG. 1—Continued.

tRNA, I attempted to identify these regions in all six of the
novel HERV families, the four partially characterized families,
and HERV.S71 (i.e., those families for which PBS data were
not previously available). This analysis was performed by first

identifying the LTR sequences upstream and downstream of
the pol sequences employed in the phylogenies (using the program BLAST to BLAST [54]) and then comparing the sequence immediately 3⬘ to the 5⬘ LTR against a tRNA sequence
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TABLE 4. General properties of partially characterizeda and novel HERV families

Family

Cosmid

Primer

Size
(kb)

Copy no.b

Genomic organization

AC005741
AC004022
AC000378
AC004536

tRNAThr(?)
tRNAHis
tRNAPhe
tRNAIle

8.4
10.8
6.2
7.8

60
15
15
45

LTR-gag-pol-env-LTR
LTR-ORF?-gag-pol-env-LTR
LTR-gag-⌬pol-⌬env-LTR
LTR-⌬gag-DUT-pol-env-LTR

Novel
HERV.Z69907
HERV.R (type b)
HERV.F
HERV.F (type b)
HERV.S
HERV.H49C23

Z69907
AC004045(b)
Z94277
AC002416
AC004385
H49C23

No 5⬘ LTR
tRNAArg
tRNAPhe
tRNAPhe
tRNASer
No LTRs

⬃6.6
8.7
8.7
6.8
6.7
⬃6.0

30
15
15
30
70
70

gag-pol-⌬-env-LTR
LTR-gag-pol-env-LTR
LTR-gag-pol-env-LTR
LTR-gag-⌬pol-⌬env-LTR
LTR-gag-pol-env-LTR
⌬gag-pol-⌬env

a
b

Properties of closely related HERV-containing cosmid clones.
Number of elements containing domains 1 to 5 of RT, estimated by BLAST search followed by phylogenetic reconstruction.

database (52). From this approach it was apparent that the
partially characterized HERV families are primed by a variety
of tRNAs, as follows: HERV.XA by tRNAPhe, HERV.ADP
(probably) by tRNAThr, HERV.FRD by tRNAHis, and
HERV.HML5 by tRNAIle (Table 4). I was unable to find any
5⬘ LTRs in members of the HERV.S71 family (the only other
previously characterized family for which PBS data were not
available). Despite the new data on the PBS homologies of
these families, their nomenclature has been left unchanged in
this report.
Of the six novel HERV families, two were primed by
tRNAPhe and two others were primed by tRNASer and
tRNAArg and they have therefore been termed HERV.F,
HERV.F (type b), HERV.S, and HERV.R (type b); an independently derived HERV.R family has been described previously by O’Connell and Cohen (41). There were no obvious 5⬘
LTR sequences in the two remaining families, and thus they
have been designated HERV.Z69907 and HERV.HS49C23
after the cosmids in which the prototypic members are located.
HERV families have often been broadly divided into two
classes, with class I HERVs being related to the mammalian
type C retrovires, exemplified by feline leukemia virus (FeLV)
and gibbon ape leukemia virus (GaLV), and class II HERVs
being most similar to the mammalian type B and D retroviruses or avian leukosis viruses, such as mouse mammary tumor
virus (MMTV), simian retrovirus type 1 (SRV-1), or Rous
sarcoma virus (RSV) (10, 61). Recently, the presence of a third
HERV class (class III) has been proposed (3, 26) based on the
similarity of HERV.L to spumaviruses such as the human
spumavirus (HSV) (12). Although the topologies of the trees
shown in Fig. 1 differed according to the method of reconstruction (largely due to the previously identified weak support
across the backbone of the retroviral phylogeny [16]), it is clear
from this analysis that very few of the HERV families are
actually closely related to these retroviral genera. In particular,
both the HERV.L and HERV.S families appear to be only
distantly related to the spumaviruses, and the HERV.
HS49C23 family clusters with several groups of viruses isolated
from nonmammalian vertebrates rather than with the type C
retroviruses. Furthermore, no HERV family appears to be
most closely related to either the previously identified mammalian type B and D retroviruses or the avian leukosis viruses.
Instead, the HERVs in this region of the tree tended to cluster
with endogenous retroviral fragments derived from birds and
nonplacental mammals (although the exact relationships re-

vealed differed depending to the method of phylogenetic reconstruction).
Characterization of novel HERV families. Prototypic members of each of the novel HERV families were investigated
further in order to provide some background information on
the general properties of these elements. Although it was difficult to identify the exact 5⬘ and 3⬘ ends of the gag, pol, and env
genes (due to small insertions or deletions and in-frame stop
codons), their presence or absence could still be established by
the identification of certain motifs conserved among different
retroviruses (58). Furthermore, by analyzing the distances between these motifs, it was also possible to determine whether
a large deletion had occurred in the particular gene under
study.
(i) HERV.S. The prototype member of the HERV.S family
is located on cosmid AC004385, which is derived from the X
chromosome (Table 3). It is approximately 6.7 kb in length and
has a typical retroviral structure which appears relatively intact, with no appreciable deletions in gag, pol, or env (Table 4).
There are, however, multiple in-frame stop codons and small
deletions, indicating that the element is unlikely to be able to
express any major gene products. The five members of the
HERV.S family described in this report were found via BLAST
searches of 7% of the human genome, suggesting (assuming
that these elements are more or less randomly distributed) that
the copy number of this family is at least 70 per haploid genome.
The HERV.S provirus contains typical, though relatively
short, proviral LTR structures (a 5⬘ LTR of 317 bp and a 3⬘
LTR of 318 bp) bounded by the inverted terminal repeats TG
and CA (see Fig. 3a). Potential promoter (TATAAA) and
polyadenylation (AATAAA) sequences were also apparent.
The PBS and polypurine tract (the primer sites for minus- and
plus-strand DNA synthesis) immediately follow the 5⬘ LTR
and precede the 3⬘ LTR, respectively, with the PBS showing 16
of 18 matches to the 3⬘ end of the human serine tRNA; the
PPT is 11 bp in length. The observed percentage of divergence
between the two LTRs was 12.4%, corresponding to a corrected divergence (taking into account back mutations and
multiple substitutions at the same site) of 13.6%. Because the
LTRs were presumably identical when the element first integrated into the genome (55), the approximate length of time
the element has been vertically passaged can be estimated by
using this figure and the rate of change within the primate
lineage, which I calculated as being 0.13 or 0.21% per million
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FIG. 2. Partial RT sequence alignment of representative members of each of
the 22 independent HERV families discussed in this report. The sequence of this
region is not available for the prototype members of some of the HERV families.
In these cases, the cosmid from which the sequence was derived is also shown.
The similarity of the cosmid sequence to the prototypic family member and its
location within the cosmid are indicated in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.

joining trees, the family clustered with the HERV.FRD and
HERV.Z69907 families (see below) as well as two partially
characterized endogenous retroviruses derived from marsupials and monotremes (Fig. 1a). In contrast, maximum-parsimony analyses placed the family basal to a large clade of
viruses that included 11 other HERV families (Fig. 1b). This
discrepancy is probably due to the poor resolution of this
region of the retroviral tree; the backbone of the phylogeny
from which many of these sequences emerge is not at all well
supported, as discussed above (16).
(iii) HERV.F. Cosmid Z94277 contains an HERV sequence
with a PBS exhibiting 16 of 18 matches with the human phenylalanine tRNA, and thus this family has been termed
HERV.F (Fig. 3a). This HERV, located at position p11.3-11.4
on the X chromosome (Table 3), was the only member of the
family to be identified by BLAST searches and phylogenetic
reconstruction, which indicated that these elements are likely
to be present at low copy numbers within the human genome.
Both neighbor-joining and maximum-parsimony analyses suggested a close relationship with the HERV.H family (Fig. 1),
which, in contrast with HERV.F, is present at a very high copy
number, with at least 600 pol-containing members (30). The
HERV.F genome is approximately 8.7 kb in length and en-
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years. This gives an integration date for the HERV.S element
within cosmid AC004385 of between 32 and 52 million years
ago. These figures have a large range since there is some
uncertainty over the level of divergence between Old World
monkeys and humans (25, 37). Furthermore, I have assumed
rate constancy within the primate lineage, but there is evidence
suggesting that this is not the case; it is probable that there has
been some degree of slowdown during hominid evolution (4,
25).
Most retroviral gag genes encode a short conserved region,
termed the major homology region (MHR), in the capsid protein and a Cys-His motif in the nucleocapsid of the form
CX2CX4HX4C, which is thought to be involved in binding to
nucleic acids (58). Alignments of these regions are shown for
several of the HERV families investigated in this study (see
Fig. 4a and b). A putative MHR was identified in the gag gene
of HERV.S, but the Cys-His motif appears to be absent (several different members of the family were investigated for its
presence). Both HERV.L and murine endogenous retrovirus
type L (MuERV.L) also contain an MHR but lack the Cys-His
motif, whereas the spumaviruses do not appear to encode
either region (6, 12, 58). BLAST searches using the 3⬘ end of
the Gag protein from AC004385 as the probe (i.e., the region
in which the Cys-His motif is situated within other retroviruses) demonstrated a low level of similarity to HERV.L and
MuERV.L, but no matches were obtained with other retroviral
isolates. The HERV.S family pol gene was found to have a
typical retroviral organization, encoding motifs associated with
the protease (Pro), RT and integrase (Int) proteins but no
other gene products (Fig. 2) (see also 4c and d). BLAST
searches with the region between the end of 3⬘ Pol and the 3⬘
LTR generally showed few matches, with the exception of two
short amino acid motifs related to part of the transmembrane
proteins of other retroviruses (Fig. 4e).
It is interesting that two of the viruses most closely related to
the HERV.S family, namely HERV.L and MuERV.L (6, 12),
show significant differences in genomic organization. For example, HERV.L and MuERV.L both lack an env gene, which
appears to be present in HERV.S, whereas HERV.L and
MuERV.L encode a dUTPase between pol and their 3⬘ LTRs
(6, 12), and this gene was absent from all members of the
HERV.S family (unpublished results).
(ii) HERV.R (type b). Only one member of the HERV.R
(type b) family was identified during this study, in cosmid
AC004045(b), which is located at q25 on chromosome 4 (Table
3). This element is 8.7 kb in length, has the structure LTRgag-pol-env-LTR (Table 4), and, like the prototypic member of
the HERV.S family, does not contain any large deletions, but
it is probably incapable of replication due to the presence of
in-frame stop codons and frameshifts. Because only one member of this family was identified, any estimate of copy number
is subject to considerable uncertainty, but it will probably be
low. The HERV.R (type b) 5⬘ LTR is 643 bp in length, and its
3⬘ LTR is 692 bp, with the promoter and polyadenylation
sequences situated toward the 3⬘ end (Fig. 3a). The two LTRs
have an observed divergence of 11.4% (12.4% corrected), corresponding to an estimated integration date of 30 to 47 million
years ago. The element contains a 17-bp PPT and shows 17 of
18 matches to the 3⬘ end of the mouse arginine tRNA. Two
other previously identified HERV families, ERV-9 and
HERV.R, also use an arginine tRNA primer (23, 41). The gag,
pol, and env genes all contain the expected conserved motifs
(Fig. 2 and 4).
The observed relationship of the HERV.R (type b) family to
other retroviruses differed somewhat depending on the
method used for phylogenetic reconstruction. In neighbor-
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alternative element in this family is therefore shown in the
alignment in Fig. 4c), and the distance between the Int and
transmembrane motifs was shorter than that observed in other
viruses; thus, env is also likely to contain a large deletion
(unpublished data). Furthermore, no obvious MHR could be
detected in either virus. Like HERV.R (type b), the phylogenetic position of this family was dependent on the method used
in tree reconstruction, being placed as a sister group to a
marsupial-derived element in neighbor-joining analysis and toward the base of a large, poorly supported clade (which includes numerous HERV families) with maximum parsimony.
(vi) HERV.HS49C23. The members of the HERV.HS49C23
family are unusual in that they tend to cluster with viruses
derived from nonmammalian vertebrates, in contrast to many
of the other HERV families shown in Fig. 1. The prototypic
member is located on chromosome X, and its phylogenetic
relationship has been briefly described in a previous report
(16). It now appears that members of this family are present at
approximately 70 copies in the human genome and that they
are probably all highly defective. No LTR sequences could be
identified for any member of the group, and BLAST searches
suggested that only three (those on cosmids HS49C23,
AC002319, and Z78021) contained anything more than small
fragments with similarity to other retroviruses; the first two
elements could be aligned across a 6-kb region of their genomes (unpublished results). Despite the presence of multiple
in-frame stop codons and frameshifts, it was possible to derive
some information on these elements because HS49C23 itself
appears to contain a complete pol gene (i.e., there are no large
deletions evident) and the Cys-His motif in Gag. There was no
evidence of a transmembrane motif in env, but one was present
in Z78021 (Fig. 4e). The lack of LTRs precluded attempts at
estimating the integration dates of members of the family, but
their highly defective nature suggests that they may be among
the oldest of the HERVs.
Additional characterization of previously identified families. (i) HERV.HML5. HERV.HML5 was first identified from
a 250-bp PCR-amplified pol gene fragment by Medstrand and
Blomberg (35). Like the other HERV.HML family constituents, it a member of the class II HERV superfamily, whose
previously characterized members have been found to be
primed by lysine tRNA. The HERV.HML5 pol gene fragment
appears closely related to elements within three cosmid clones
(Table 3), and one of them, in AC004536 (with which there was
88% nucleotide identity across a 250-bp region), was used to
investigate the genomic organization of the family. The element in cosmid AC004536, which was found to be 7.8 kb in
length, inserted into a 6-bp target site. The two 5⬘ and 3⬘ LTRs
were 482 and 488 bp, respectively, and contained the expected
inverted repeats and control sequences (Fig. 3b). The estimated integration date was 33 to 53 million years ago (based
on a corrected LTR divergence figure of 13.7%). Unlike all
other previously identified class II HERVs, members of the
HERV.HML5 family are primed by an isoleucine tRNA rather
than by tRNALys. The element within AC004536 showed 14 of
18 matches to the human Ile tRNA, and a second member of
the family (within cosmid Z95437) showed 17 of 18 (Fig. 3b).
The structure of the HERV.HML5 family is similar to those of

FIG. 3. LTR sequences of five novel HERV families (a) and four partially characterized families (b). When both the 5⬘ and 3⬘ LTRs could be identified, they were
aligned against each other, with dashes representing missing residues. The PPT (before the start of the 3⬘ LTR) and PBSs (after the end of the 5⬘ LTR) are underlined,
as are the direct repeats flanking each end of the element and the inverted repeats flanking each LTR. The promoter and polyadenylation signals are boxed. In some
cases, not all these features could be identified for each element (or they differ slightly from the expected sequence). This is probably due to postintegration mutation.
Similarly, this is also likely to account for the observed differences between the PBS and closest-match tRNA sequence shown below each alignment. The estimated
integration dates of each HERV are also shown.
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codes motifs indicative of the presence of gag, pol, and env (Fig.
2 and 4); there was no evidence of other gene products. Although all three genes appeared similar in size to those of
other retroviruses, suggesting that there have been no large
deletions since integration of the provirus, only small open
reading frames ORFs were present within them (Table 4). The
two LTRs (a 470-bp 5⬘ LTR and a 515-bp 3⬘ LTR with a 45-bp
duplication adjacent to the PPT) were found exhibit 13.0%
divergence (14.6% corrected), suggesting that the element first
integrated into the primate lineage 35 to 56 million years ago.
(iv) HERV.F (type b). A second HERV.F family was also
apparent from my phylogenetic analyses (17 of 18 matches with
human phenylalanine tRNA [Fig. 3a]). This family, termed
HERV.F (type b), has also been independently identified by
Lindeskog (26). The two families are closely related, both to
each other and to the previously characterized family
HERV.XA (60), which is also primed by phenylalanine (see
below). Despite the similarity of their PBSs and their close
phylogenetic relationship, I think that they should be regarded
as separate families for two reasons. First, elements from the
three families were not placed into a single, well-supported
monophyletic clade in my analyses (and were paraphyletic with
respect to the HERV.H family), as is the case for many other
families, such as HERV.E, HERV.H, and HERV.I (Fig. 1).
Second, although the RT-based amino acid alignment demonstrated a high level of similarity, this was not the case when
other regions of the viral genomes were compared. For example, there was no obvious nucleotide sequence similarity between the LTRs of the different families, and only low levels
were observed in comparisons of gag and env (unpublished
results).
Only two members of the HERV.F (type b) family were
identified during this study, indicating a copy number of approximately 30. Both elements are situated on the X chromosome. The prototypic member (in cosmid AC002416) is 6.8 kb
in length and contains a pol gene with a deletion 5⬘ to the Int
motif shown in Fig. 4d) and an env gene with a large deletion
upstream of the transmembrane region (Table 4 and unpublished results). Although the gag gene in AC002416 is full
length and contains an MHR (Fig. 4a), some of the conserved
residues in the Cys-His motif have probably been altered by
postinsertion mutation, and thus the equivalent region from
the second member of the family (in cosmid Z95126) is also
shown in Fig. 4b. The 5⬘ and 3⬘ LTRs (387 and 388 bp, respectively) have diverged by 7.5% (7.9% corrected), with an estimated integration date for the element of 19 to 30 million years
ago.
(v) HERV.Z69907. The prototypic member of the
HERV.Z69907 family is located at q11.2 on chromosome 22.
The only other member recovered by BLAST searches is
present in cosmid AC004474, and this suggests a copy number
of approximately 30. Both elements were highly defective; neither appeared to possess a 5⬘ LTR, and in only one (Z69907)
was there a suggestion of a PPT and, thus, a 3⬘ LTR. The
putative LTR did not appear to contain obvious promoter or
polyadenylation signals. The Z69907 element encodes motifs
that suggest the presence of the gag, pol, and env genes (Fig. 2
and 4 and Table 4). However, it contains a deletion in Pro (the
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the other well-characterized viruses to which it is most closely
related, such as HERV.K10, MMTV, and jaagsiekte retrovirus
(38, 42, 63). The Pro, RT, and Int motifs encoded within the
pol gene and the MHR and Cys-His motifs encoded by gag
were all apparent, and as with HERV.K10 and MMTV, these
elements also appear to contain a dUTPase between the protease and RT genes. An alignment of the HERV.HML5 dUTPase and a human dUTPase (34) sequence is shown in Fig. 5.
Although there was no similarity to the transmembrane motif
within the envelope (Env) protein shown in Fig. 4e, a BLASTderived match was obtained with the Env proteins of MMTV,
HERV.K10, and jaagsiekte retrovirus (unpublished results).

(ii) HERV.ADP. HERV.ADP was originally described by
Lyn et al. (28). This element is defective, consisting of a solitary
pol gene of approximately 1.5 kb in length. Southern hybridization analysis indicated that the members of this family are
present at high copy numbers, and sequence analysis suggested
that they are most closely related to HERV.I (28). Analyses
presented here show that members of this family are likely to
have copy numbers of around 60 and confirm their close relationship with HERV.I. The neighbor-joining tree in Fig. 1a
placed HERV.I and HERV.ADP in a monophyletic group,
although this was not the case for the maximum-parsimony
tree, which instead placed the HERV.ADP family next to

FIG. 5. Alignment of the dUTPase motif within the HERV.HML5 family (derived from the element within cosmid AC004536) with a human dUTPase (34).
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FIG. 4. Alignment of conserved amino acid motifs present within the HERV families identified in this report. The figures in parentheses indicate the cosmids from
which the sequences were derived. GaLV, Jaagsiekte, HSV, and MuERV.L are provided for comparative purposes. (a) Gag alignment spanning nucleotide positions
1660 to 1713 within the GaLV sequence (13); (b) Gag alignment spanning positions 2074 to 2157; (c) Pro alignment spanning positions 2266 to 2490; (d) Int alignment
spanning positions 4969 to 5166; (e) Env alignment spanning positions 7220 to 7504.
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The relationship of the HERV.FRD family to other viruses
(in common with several of the other HERV families described in this report) was difficult to resolve due to inconsistencies between trees constructed by different methods, with
the HERV.FRD members being placed in a location similar to
that of the HERV.R (type b) and HERV.Z69907 families (Fig.
1).
(iv) HERV.XA. Members of the HERV.XA family are
present at low copy numbers (16 per haploid genome) in humans and are related to HERV.H. Similar viruses have been
identified in the Old and New World monkeys, indicating that
this family is at least 40 to 45 million years old (60). To date,
five members of this family have been partially characterized,
with the most complete characterization (HERV.XA38) extending from the central region of the pol gene to the end of a
somewhat truncated env gene (60). Part of the HERV.XA pol
gene was found to be 88% identical to a 500-bp portion of
cosmid AC000378 (Table 2), and further investigation suggested that this cosmid contains a 6.2-kb element with a fulllength gag gene and a large deletion spanning the 3⬘ end of the
pol gene and the 5⬘ region of env (Table 4). Unlike previously
characterized members of this family, AC000378 contained
intact LTRs (other members have one or more Alu repeats at
their 3⬘ ends [60]). The 5⬘ and 3⬘ LTRs were 433 and 438 bp in
length and exhibited 9.2% divergence (10.0% corrected), implying that this element first integrated into the primate lineage 24 to 38 million years ago. Like members of the two
HERV.F families, AC000378 is primed by a phenylalanine
tRNA, with 17 of 18 matches conserved between its PBS and
the 3⬘ end of the human tRNAPhe.
The identification of only one member of this family by
BLAST search and the phylogenetic position of this member
are in accord with the previously observed low copy number
and relatively close relationship to HERV.H. The lack of PBS
homology with HERV.H and the low levels of sequence similarity to HERV.F and HERV.F (type b) (to which the element
within AC000378 is most closely related) outside of RT indicate that HERV.XA probably constitutes a separate family.
DISCUSSION
This report describes one of the first attempts to systematically identify and characterize endogenous retroviruses identified by the HGMP and to examine their relationship to other
vertebrate retroviruses. Recently, Lindeskog (26) used a somewhat different approach, based largely on pol gene sequence
similarity, to classify the HERVs into 13 groups, several of
which contained more than one family. My analyses, which
were based on phylogenetic criteria rather than sequence divergence, led to the identification of 22 independent HERV
families. Several of the families described here have not been
identified previously, but there are also other differences between our analyses. For example, Lindeskog (as in this report)
identified two families of HERV.I-related elements. However,
in his case, they were HERV.I itself and HERV.FTD, whereas
my analyses suggest that HERV.FTD and HERV.I are very
similar and that both are closely related to the HERV.ADP
family (which was not included in the other data set [26]).
However, in contrast, Lindeskog identified five ERV-9/
HERV.W/HERV.P-related families, whereas my analyses indicated that there are only three.
Of the 22 families shown in Fig. 1, 6 had not been characterized previously (although HERV.F [type b] has been independently identified [26]), and the affinities of a further 6
families which had been previously described were based on
closest matches to HGMP-derived cosmid sequences. How-
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viruses derived from several different vertebrate classes. Analysis of the PBS sequences of HGMP cosmid clones closely
related to HERV.ADP (AC005741 shows 83% nucleotide
identity to HERV.ADP across 800 bp of pol, for example)
indicated that these elements are probably not primed by isoleucine tRNA (the tRNA primer for the HERV.I family);
instead, the element within AC005741 showed 14 of 18
matches to the human threonine tRNA, as shown in Fig. 3b. It
should be noted, however, that the same PBS sequence also
showed 13 of 18 matches to the murine leukemia virus proline
tRNA PBS, and thus the binding affinity of this family cannot
yet be considered definitive (unpublished results).
For the above-stated reasons, it is likely that HERV.ADP
and HERV.I represent separate families. Investigation of the
AC005741 HERV sequence indicated that it has a length of 8.4
kb and that full-length (but defective) gag, pol, and env genes
are present (Fig. 2 and 4 and Table 4). The estimated integration date of this element, based on a corrected LTR divergence
figure of 12.4%, was 30 to 48 million years ago. This figure is
consistent with the reported insertion of the ADP-ribosyltransferase pseudogene into HERV.ADP, which is thought to have
occurred at least 27 million years ago (28).
(iii) HERV.FRD. HERV.FRD was isolated by reverse transcription-PCR from retrovirus-like particles released from the
human breast cancer cell line T47-D (49). Characterization of
a 2.8-kb region of the pol gene indicated that this element was
most closely related to class I HERVs such as ERV-9 (49). I
identified a full-length member of this family within cosmid
AC004022 at q21-22 on chromosome 7 (Table 3). The two
elements exhibited 99% nucleotide identity across the 2.8 kb of
pol and clustered with robust bootstrap support in my analyses.
Further investigation of AC004022 revealed that the element is
longer, at 10.8 kb, than other endogenous retroviruses (Table
4). The LTRs measured 715 bp (5⬘) and 703 bp (3⬘) in length
and differed by over 19% (Fig. 3b). The corrected divergence
of 22.6% suggests an integration date of 53 to 87 million years
ago, implying that this HERV family may be one of the oldest
and that it is probably present in most, if not all, extant primate
species. The PBS sequences indicate that these viruses, like
the HERV.H family members (30), are probably primed by
tRNAHis; there were 14 matches of 18 to the human histidine
tRNA (Fig. 3b).
The AC004022 provirus has remained reasonably intact and
contains all of the amino acid motifs associated with gag, pol,
and env (Fig. 2 and 4), although only short ORFS were apparent in all three genes. The size of each appeared to be roughly
equivalent to those of other retroviruses, and the unexpectedly
large size of the AC004022 element was due to the presence of
a 2-kb region inserted between the 5⬘ LTR and the gag gene
(the 5⬘ end of gag in AC004022 was identified by comparison
with the GaLV gag gene [unpublished results]). There are two
possible explanations for the presence of this region: (i) it
represents a later insertion into a preexisting HERV sequence
and was not part of the original provirus, or (ii) members of
this family encode an additional gene upstream of gag. If the
second scenario were the case, then the FRD family would be
unique among HERVs in encoding a gene in addition to gag,
dUTPase, pol, and env. It is difficult to estimate the probabilities of the alternative scenarios since only one member of the
family has been characterized in this region. Furthermore,
BLAST searches failed to reveal any obvious similarities to
repetitive sequences (which would support scenario i) or to
other proteins (which would support scenario ii) (unpublished
results). Determination of the presence or absence of this
putative gene in other members of the HERV.FRD family will
therefore ultimately resolve this question.
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each other. For example, HERV.R and HERV.HS49C23 exhibit only 33% amino acid identity across the most highly
conserved region of RT, as shown in Fig. 2 (unpublished data).
Furthermore, in some retroviral phylogenies (such as that
shown in Fig. 1a), the spumaviruses appear more closely related to the class I HERVs than to the class III HERVs.
Despite these problems, it is my opinion that the current systems should remain in place, at least until the human genome
sequence has been completed and the full complement of
HERV families has been determined.
All of the families identified in this study encode in-frame
stop codons or frameshift mutations, and several also contain
large deletions. This is consistent with the characterization of
previously identified HERV families, virtually all of which are
highly defective (10, 61). The most-intact element identified so
far is HERV.K10, which has a single stop codon within both
gag and env and possibly a small deletion, also within env (42).
Another unusual feature of HERV.K10 is the low level of
divergence between its LTRs (of about 0.2%), suggesting that
it probably integrated into the primate lineage in the recent
past (42). This is in contrast to other HERV families, many of
which are thought to have been passaged vertically since the
divergence of the common ancestor of humans and Old World
monkeys some 25 to 30 million years ago (2, 31, 44, 47, 50).
LTR divergence data suggest that many of the families described here have also been present since the human and Old
World monkey lineages diverged and that one family, HERV.
FRD, may be exceptionally old: the two integration dates estimated for this element were 53 and 87 million years. Although these figures should be treated with some caution, since
they assume a molecular clock within the primate lineage (4,
25), they still suggest that the HERV.FRD family may be of
similar age to the HERV.H family (which is thought to have
entered the primate lineage more than 50 million years ago [2,
31, 47]). Another potentially ancient family is HERV.
HS49C23. No LTRs could be identified in any member of the
family, but none contain ORFs of more than 200 amino acids
(unpublished data), and they have an unusual phylogenetic
position, being only distantly related to other mammalian viruses.
HERV genomic organization as described here is also consistent with reports of previously identified endogenous elements in that gag, pol, and env but are generally encoded there
are few, if any, other gene products. There were two exceptions
to this: the HERV.HML5 family (like with the other class II
HERVs) encodes a dUTPase between the Pro and RT genes,
and the HERV.FRD family may encode an additional (⬃2-kb)
gene product between its 5⬘ LTR and gag gene.
Finally, the HGMP sequence library provides an excellent
opportunity to study the long-term evolutionary biology and
retrotransposition dynamics of endogenous retroviral families,
and we are currently using these data to track the evolution of
these elements within the primate lineage.
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ever, it is likely that even the figure of 22 is a conservative one,
for two reasons. First, some families are probably harbored at
sufficiently low copy number that they are not present in the
7% of the human genome investigated here. Indeed, available
sequence data for several families is currently limited to a
single element. Second, it is likely that a number of the families
which appear monophyletic in this study are (due to relatively
poor sampling of nonhuman viruses in some regions of the
retroviral phylogeny) actually polyphyletic, and these will eventually be split. For example, the phylogenies shown in Fig. 1
suggest that there are three families of HERV.K-like viruses
within the human genome, namely HERV.K itself, HERV
.HML5, and HERV.HML6. However, previous reports have
suggested (on the basis of sequence divergence) the presence
of up to 10 HERV.K-like families (3, 15, 35), and it is possible
that the isolation of additional vertebrate retroviral sequences
will cause some of the class II HERVs to be broken up into
additional families. The relatively low support for the monophyly of many of the HERVs in this region of the tree supports
this notion; individual HERV families would typically be expected to cluster with robust bootstrap support. For the same
reasons, it is possible that the HERV.HS49C23- and HERV.Lrelated elements are actually derived from more than one
family. The monophyly of two HERV.HS49C23 family lineages have less than 66% bootstrap support in the two trees,
and HERV.L could not be phylogenetically distinguished from
the rodent virus MuERV.L (6). In contrast, several other previously reported elements are unlikely to represent independent families since they appear to be very closely related to
other HERVs. Thus, Np2 and HS-5 are probably members of
the HERV.E family, ERV.1 is probably a member of the
HERV.R family, and HERV.FTD probably belongs to the
HERV.I family. HRES-1 did not have any obvious similarity to
any retroviral sequence, and its inclusion with the other
HERVs must therefore be considered doubtful.
This report underscores the problems presently associated
with HERV nomenclature. The most widely used system classifies families according to the tRNA used to prime DNA
synthesis (10, 61). However, this information has often not
been available, and thus other HERV families have been
named according to a variety of criteria, such as a nearby gene
(e.g., HERV.ADP [28]), a clone number (e.g., HERV.S71
[59]), or even an amino acid motif present within the sequence
(e.g., HERV.FRD [49]). Furthermore, the term HERV family
is itself problematic since the Retroviridae as a whole has also
been given family designation (39). The next hierarchical level
places related families into classes (originally two but recently
three), with class I elements being related to the mammalian
type C retroviruses (such as FeLV and GaLV), class II to being
related to the mammalian type B and D retroviruses (MMTV
and SRV-1) and avian leukosis viruses (RSV), and class III
being related to the spumaviruses (HSV) (3, 12, 26, 61).
The greatest drawback with the former system is that it is
based on a single character (the tRNA complementary to the
viral PBS) which does not correspond closely to the viral phylogeny, the most obvious example being the three HERV families primed by tRNAIle. All three are phylogenetically more
closely related to other HERV families which use alternative
tRNA primers, and, furthermore, HERV.HML5 clusters with
the class II HERVs whereas both of the others are class I. The
class level designations work better because they are based on
viral relatedness. According to the phylogenies presented in
Fig. 1, there are currently 17 class I, 3 class II, and 2 class III
families (the 2 class III families being HERV.L [12] and
HERV.S). However, it should be noted that some HERV
families within the same class are only very distantly related to
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Comments or suggestions regarding HERV nomenclature can
be sent via e.mail to Roswitha Löwer at: loero@pei.de (Paul
Ehrlich Institut, Langen, Germany).
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